Moncrief-Popovich catheter and implantation technique: the AV fistula of peritoneal dialysis.
Despite the decrease in peritonitis rate from touch contamination caused by the use of disconnect systems, technique failure in peritoneal dialysis (PD) from pericatheter and exit-site infections in PD remains unchanged. This indicates a failure of current PD catheters to prevent bacterial transfer from exit site to the peritoneal cavity. In 1991, Moncrief and Popovich introduced a new catheter design and implantation technique to address this problem. The catheter is made of silastic, has a coiled tip with 2 cuffs, and an arcuate bend between the cuffs. This would prevent catheter malfunction and leakage of PD fluid. The implantation technique involves embedding of the external segment of the catheter in the subcutaneous tunnel at insertion. The catheter segment is kept embedded for 4 to 6 weeks before externalization. This procedure will allow time for tissue ingrowth on into the external cuff and catheter surfaces between the 2 cuffs, preventing bacterial colonization of the catheter surfaces from the exit wound and thereby reducing pericatheter infections. Thus, the new technique will establish a more effective bacteriologic barrier between the exit wound and the peritoneal cavity than the conventional catheters. Ten years after validation of the catheter design and implantation technique by Moncrief and Popovich, various clinical studies confirm that this new technique of catheter implantation increases catheter life expectancy and reduces pericatheter infections in PD. Like the arteriovenous fistula of haemodialysis, this new catheter remains embedded in subcutaneous tunnel, is exteriorized electively when patient needs to be started on dialysis, and reduces pericatheter and exit-site infections in PD. The new technique, therefore, is widely accepted as a simple, safe, and cost-effective procedure for quality care of PD patients around the world.